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INTRODUCTION
Talk to just about any successful technician and he will say that certain tools he uses both make him successful
and productive. What tools are these? Obviously his tool box of hand tools is first and in use almost continuously.
Next will come the diagnostic tools and included within this group will be a scanner, multi-meter (DMM), and Digital
Storage Oscilloscope (DSO). These three tools will give the technician just about all the information that he will require
to correctly diagnose the modern vehicle. It is accepted that all technicians will need a scanner with up to date software to allow connection into the diagnostic and information systems that all vehicles have. The scanner will be one
set of eyes into the computerized systems on the vehicle, and allow the technician to command things to happen.
The basics of circuit analysis will need information from a DMM. What is the state of charge of the battery, is there
power to that circuit, did the relay actually close, what is the resistance of the CAN Bus, etc? There is no substitute
for a good DMM with different sets of connection wires or cables. Without the DMM the technician is working in the
dark without a drop cord light. This progression of required equipment leads us to the Digital Storage Oscilloscope.
First off think about the uses for a DMM and how you train student technicians how to use it. You probably teach it
as their eyes into the circuit because they cannot see voltage, current or resistance. If the voltage or current is at
a constant level there is no reason for a DSO. A DSO is a voltmeter with a clock, which allows for a reading over a
period of time. It becomes a valuable tool when the reading we need to look at is changing extremely fast.
Let’s use as an example an engine running at 2000 RPM – not fast by any stretch of the imagination. Just how many
times does one ignition coil fire? At 2000 engine RPM a single cylinder requires a spark every two revolutions or
1000 per minute. With 60 seconds in a minute this means that this single ignition coil will fire over 16 times a second.
(1000 divided by 60 seconds = 16.6 times a second). Now, consider the DMM. Can it follow or change the reading
from system voltage to zero, to some induced level and back to system voltage 16 times a second? Even if the DMM
could follow it, our eyes could not. Enter the DSO.
The capability of the modern DSO is that it can give a graphic representation of this rapidly changing voltage and
display it frozen on a screen like this:

By hitting the hold button, you now have the capability of putting into a lab sheet or classroom assignment the voltage
changes that occurred 16 times a second.
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Let’s take this one step further. There are vehicles on the road that use an optical distributer. The outer ring usually
has 360 small slots and will generate 360 voltage changes each time the distributer turns one rotation.

At 2000 engine RPM the distributer is turning at 1000 RPM and will generate 360,000 pulses per minute.
This means that at only 2000 engine RPM this optical sensor will generate 6,000 pulses per second. So diagnosis
of the optical sensor might involve the ability of the technician to look at a series of these very fast pulses to check
for power, ground and signal.

When you train a future automotive technician, you need to get him/her up to speed using a DSO as there is no other
method available to actually “see” these signals. Years ago instructors might say all I need to teach is scanner use
and it might have worked since there were few systems on the vehicle that used extremely fast signals. We cannot
say that any more. The introduction of CAN Bus systems have integrated many systems that all base their response
on fast signals flying all over the vehicle. The ONLY way to look at these signals is to use a DSO and your students
need to be taught how to use it. End of story!
In each of the subsequent sections of this handout we will look at different systems that lend themselves to diagnosis
with a DSO.
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FUEL PUMPS
The basics of a fuel pump is its ability to pump an adequate volume of fuel at a correct pressure. So, it comes down
to volume and pressure and this is related to the speed of the pump. As a pump ages it speed begins to slow down.
Age plus the addition of unwanted resistance eventually causes the volume and pressure drop resulting in drivability
problems and quite possibly a no start. If only we could monitor the speed of the pump? Here is where the DSO with
a current probe comes into play.

A current probe will close around a conductor and will measure the strength of the magnetic field. More current flowing
results in a stronger field, while less current results in a weaker field. The current probe will convert the field into a
voltage signal which the DSO will display.
Each time a commutator hits a brush it will draw current. When it is between commutator bars the amount of current
draw will be reduced. This gives us a pulsing DC current which looks like this:

By looking at the above pattern you can actually see each commutator as it spins. How did we obtain this pattern? First we turned on the current probe with its output viewed on the DSO, and zeroed the probe using the
small knob found on most probes on the AC scale. Even though the pump draws DC we set the DSO to AC
since it highlights the commutator bars. Second we find the power or ground lead to the fuel pump and put the
wire between the jaws of the current probe. We then turn on the ignition key or if the vehicle will run, start it.
That is all there is to it! Play around with time and voltage settings to get the best looking pattern on the screen.
Note: you have to see a repeating pattern on the screen because it indicates that the pump has made one revolution.
Look at the pattern above and notice the shape of the first pattern.
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Now try and find the same pattern look along the screen. The first and ninth pattern look the same don’t they? This
means that the pump has made one rotation and it must have 8 commutator bars. Next we look at the amount of time
for the pump to make one rotation. There is .002 Sec/division or 2 mSec per division. Count the number of divisions
that you have between the start and end pattern. There are 8 divisions. And at .002 Sec/division, it means that it
takes .016 Sec (16 mSec) for the pump to make one rotation. Try seeing that on a DMM? If you are up to this point
and it makes sense that the pump makes one rotation in .016 Sec, you are 1/3 of the way to calculating pump speed.
When dealing with students it makes sense to do the calculation slowly and ask the question, “How many times does
the pump spin in one sec?” Divide 1 by .016 where 1 represents 1 second and you get 62.5. So, in one second of time
the pump will spin 62.5 times. Now multiply 62.5 times 60 seconds to get the RPM of the pump. 62.5 X 60 = 3,750 RPM.
Got it?
During class we will calculate some examples. Always keep in mind that a standard that most fuel pump manufactures
use is >4500 RPM is good. <4500 RPM indicates a problem. Our example pump appears to be running a bit slow
and could be causing additional problems although NOT a no start at this point. Relate pump speed to pump volume/
pressure and your students will get the big picture. Ask questions: Is it possible that our pump running at 3,750 RPM
might cause the ECM to increase the pulse width to compensate? Our slow running pump will have caused some
adjustments to the overall fuel delivery system with fuel trim being the most obvious.
OXYGEN SENSORS
The heart of the modern fuel delivery system is the information that the Oxygen Sensor (O2S) delivers. Is the system
running OK, rich or lean and if rich or lean by how much? It is true that a really faulty O2S will set a DTC, however
there are many examples of an O2S being a bit out of spec, causing a drivability issue and not having a DTC.
So, what is the easiest method to test an O2S? Use a DSO and a propane bottle with a control valve forcing the
system rich, then lean and looking for voltage changes and frequency.
First use a propane bottle such as this one.

This set-up allows you to preset the propane level and only turn on propane when the top button is pushed. Connect the
bottle to the engine at a convenient vacuum fitting or just drop the hose into the air cleaner assembly.
This will be a multi-step process. First pre-set the DSO to 500 mV/div and 200 mSec/div. Pre-set propane to
2X number of cylinders to begin with. Add propane and press hold on the DSO.
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The specification calls for an instant rise in voltage to >800 mV but <1.0 V. Our example above is running around
900 mV. During the introduction of propane, ignore any little pattern irregularities. This is the voltage that the O2S
produces when forced into a full rich condition. As you turn off the propane observe the voltage change.

The drop in voltage straight down occurs just as you turned off the propane. The system went lean and the output
from the O2S went down. Specification call for it to be <175 mV but not below 0V. So far our example has met the
specifications.
The last and perhaps the most important is the reaction time of the O2S. How fast can it react? Generally we are
concerned about the lean to rich transition and less concerned about the rich to lean transition. Turn on the propane
and then turn it off. While it is still lean “blip” on the propane again and hit the hold button.
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The specification calls for the transition to take less than 100 mSec. If it is over 100 mSec, the O2S is probably
contaminated and incapable of maintaining a good A/F ratio.
If the O2S is good, then we can run the vehicle at 2000 RPM and after a minute or so, hit the hold button. This gives
us 5 seconds worth of patterns to analyze.

We should look for the frequency of the O2S by counting every downturn. In our example we see 8 downturns (count
every downturn even the extra ones in div 7 and 8). 8 patterns in 5 sec = a frequency of 1.6 Hz. (Note: divide 8 by 5
to calculate the frequency). A good O2S and engine system should generate an average voltage of 4.5V DC and a
frequency of 0.5 to 5 Hz. Less than .5 and the system is too slow. More than 5 Hz usually indicates misfire and could
generate a misfire DTC. Here is what a misfire looks like on an O2S.

There are over 30 pulses showing on the screen. 30 divided by 5 = a frequency of 6 Hz and this indicates misfire.
Each bank of a V type engine will usually have its own O2S and when they are tested they should be running
approximately the same Voltage and Frequency. Only the #1 sensors are tested in this manner. The #1 sensors
are the ones ahead of the CAT.
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IGNITION
The use of the DSO has increased especially with the inability to measure secondary on many modern vehicles. However a lot of information is available by capturing a primary voltage pattern or a primary current pattern. Additionally if
your DSO will allow dual channel displays, one channel can be a primary voltage and one can be primary current.
A greatly simplified ignition primary would look like the below diagram.

+
−

Power is applied to the + of the ignition coil with the negative of the coil supplied through a switching transistor. By
connecting to the negative of the coil we can get a very good picture of just how the primary is functioning. We will
need to set our voltage setting high enough to capture the inductive kick of the coil.

Notice that we are on 50 V/Div and 1 mSec/Div. These are common settings. Get your students to recognize that
they need to adjust voltage and time until the entire primary pattern is displayed. Use trigger to lock the pattern down.
Starting at the left edge of the screen, this voltage is the supplied coil voltage, usually battery positive or B+. Use your
cursor to measure this voltage. When primary current is turned on by the module, the negative of the coil will go to
ground potential which should be 0V. Again use your cursor to measure this voltage. Bad coil/module grounds show
up here. The rise in voltage off of ground in the middle of the 4th division is a function called current limit and it is
not present on all systems. In this example once the coil is fully charged the module cuts back on the current flowing
through the coil. Ignition coils need >2.5 mSec of on time to fully charge the coil. This is >2.5 mSec up to current
limit if the system uses one, or the full on time. When the ignition module turns off primary current the coil produces
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its high voltage in both the primary and the secondary. The secondary fires the plug based on the primary. Our coil
is producing about 275 volts. This is the inductive kick, and it may be as high as 400 V. The horizontal line after the
inductive kick is the burn time. It is the time that the plug actually fires. It should be between .8 – 2.0 mSec. We
are right around 1.25 division or 1.25 mSec. Less than .8 mSec and we may experience misfire while greater than
2.0 mSec may decrease plug life. Note with the use of modern plugs many ignition systems will burn the plugs for
greater than 2.0 mSec.
If we add a current probe to the primary ignition pattern we get some additional information.

Our DSO has been set to have 1 amp per division. We start at zero amps at the left edge and rise to a little over 6
amps on the right. When primary current is turned off the pattern shows an almost immediate drop to zero. If we dual
trace both voltage and current we have all the information needed.

Notice that this vehicle uses or shows a current limit in both the voltage waveform and the current waveform. When
current limit is achieved, current flattops. The current probe is placed around the power lead for Distributerless ignition or coil on plug applications.
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In this type of application the pattern would show all three coils. Set the time per division to show at least 3 coil on
pulses.
Modern ignition systems just about all are either Coil Near Plug (CNG) or Coli On Plug (COP).

Note the short secondary ignition wire. With this set-up it is easy to use the DSO on Primary voltage or current in
addition to measuring secondary firing voltage.
Many systems now are Coil On Plug (COP) systems which make easily capturing secondary ignition patterns difficult
without special coil adapters.

The Ford COP system shown above is unique since it fires each plug 3 times at idle and one time above idle.

Ford COP at idle. Note 3 current on signals within 4 mSec. This will result in the plug firing quickly 3 times under idle
conditions. This is done to help reduce idle emissions.
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Ford COP above idle. Once the engine is running above an idle the module switches over to firing the plugs only
once.
FUEL INJECTION
Fuel injection is another example of the use of the DSO and pattern analysis is fantastic. Where else can you connect
up an analyzer and realize that the injectors are dirty or there is a bad ground.

The voltage waveform is #2 and the current waveform is #1. Let’s start with the voltage waveform. We start out at
injector feed voltage which we can measure with our cursors. The ECM or PCM applies a ground, turning on fuel
flow. At the end of the injection cycle, there is an inductive kick like that from an ignition coil. As the voltage bleeds
off there is a little bump in the middle of the 8th division. This is the injector pintle bump. It shows the exact moment
that the injector closed.
An analysis of the current waveform shows 0 amps at the beginning. When the ECM/PCM applies a ground, the current ramps up. Notice at the beginning of the 4th division there is a little bump in the ramp. This is the point where
the fuel injector opens. After this the current flat lines until the ECM/PCM turns off the injector.
The specifications are pretty simple to understand. You should apply full B+ to the injector, solid ground at 0V and be
able to see the opening point. It should be in the middle third of the ramp. If we turn on cursors and set them to the
opening pintle bump and the closing pintle bump and look for the time between we can gain additional knowledge.
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The time between the red and blue arrows is shown on the bottom of the screen as 4.30 mSec. The actual time
between opening and closing of the injector is 4.3 mSec. Now look at the voltage waveform and count the number
of milliseconds that the ECM/PCM signaled the injector to be open. 5.25 mSec. Why the difference? To obtain
enough fuel to keep the engine systems happy the ECM/PCM applied an on time of 5.25 mSec to be able to get the
fuel injector open for 4.30 mSec. This vehicle came in with very high fuel trim numbers because the injectors were
really dirty. Once cleaned the fuel injector pulse matched the pintle bump times, and the fuel trim came back into the
normal range.
CAN Bus
It is not the point of this handout to go through CAN Bus diagnosis. That is a different presentation, however diagnosis
of a CAN Bus system is easily accomplished with a DSO. Use a breakout box such as this one from AES Wave.

This will allow your students to obtain patterns off of the CAN Bus easily and not damage the DLC. After checking
the wiring diagrams for module connections and pin numbers they should be able to connect to both the low speed
system and the high speed system. Setting the scope up with trigger and single trace will allow them to capture the
wake up signal and a packet or two of information.
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This pattern is off of a GMC pin #1 low speed. The DSO is connected to pin #1 and pin 5 or 6, either one being the
ground. This tells us that the low speed system is communicating, and shows a full packet of information.
The high speed system on the same GMC is a mirror image pin 6 and 14 CAN Bus signal that will look like this:

This is where things get a little complicated. The high speed CAN Bus signal is actually available on pin 6 and pin
14. Pin 6 is in blue and pin 14 is in red. Notice that the signals are mirror images of each other. Diagnostics require
this mirror image to be functioning correctly. We are using the dual trace option that most DSO’s have. This
screen shows 3 packets of information.
An important thing to look for on a CAN Bus system is the wake-up signal. Without the wake-up signal the vehicle
does not even crank. Most everything on the vehicle will not work. The wake-up signal can be generated off of the
low speed or the high speed Bus. Advanced students will need to use the trigger function and “play” around with
the time base to capture it.

The zoom overview (lower right) shows the wake up signal to the left and beginning packets of information to the
right. The wake-up signal is expanded in the middle of the screen. The gold small box is the position of the trigger.
This wake-up signal is generated on the low speed CAN Bus pin #1 of this GMC vehicle.
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ADDITIONAL USES FOR A DSO

This pattern shows the alternator output. The positive DSO connection is on the back of the alternator and the
ground is clipped to the case. The engine is at about 2000 RPM and there is a moderate load with some accessories
on. The DSO is AC coupled.
The above vehicle arrived in the shop with no monitors run. In a State with OBD-II emission testing, the monitors
have to run or the vehicle is rejected. This vehicle had been rejected 3 times. The technician did the normal scan
and DSO operation without finding anything wrong.
Finally he did an alternator AC test using the spec of <.250 V AC. The alternator was producing good DC but had
over .500 V AC. After replacing the alternator, he again tested the AC and found:

He drove the vehicle on a specific drive cycle and all the monitors ran. Interesting, right?
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Here is another example of a poor running vehicle with no DTC’s or check engine lights on. Just a bit rough at idle
and lack of power on acceleration. Eventually the technician looked at the DSO pattern for the MAP sensor and saw:

The MAP generates a high frequency pulse that runs between ground (0V) and about 7 volts. Notice how the bottom of each pattern shows an inverted V . Only the beginning of each trace was actually receiving ground potential.
The technician replaced the MAP sensor with no change in vehicle operation. Finally he followed the ground side
of the MAP circuit and found the wire pinched in the back of a valve cover. The gasket had been replaced recently.
The wire was cut in two. He repaired the wire after getting it out from under the valve cover. All drivability concerns
disappeared immediately. The pattern now had a good solid ground.

OPTIONS WITH SPECIAL PROBES

Compression testing with high current probe

Vacuum testing with special probe, during cranking
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Ignition secondary voltage
CONCLUSIONS

The DSO is the tool of the ‘90’s… Wait this is 2016. Start teaching it.
It gives the ability to capture a pattern and hold it on the screen for analysis.
It gives an instructor the ability to display patterns on a screen or in a handout.
There is nothing faster. As signals gain speed the DMM is left in the dust.
It is the only tool that can look into a fast circuit and display it.
With various options it can measure pressure, vacuum, current, secondary voltages, and cranking compression.
There is a steep learning curve involving the DSO. Play with it on your own time and you will reach for it in many
situations, especially those that did not generate a DTC.
Some of the patterns used in this handout come from Cengage’s Automotive Electricity and Electronics 2nd edition.
Al Santini Author. Used with permission
All of the patterns captured in class or discussed within this handout can come from ConsuLab’s training aides.
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